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Abstract

While many studies have investigated incorrect evaluations of cognitive bias type and how age-related decisions are influenced by it, few have compared this phenomenon across different age groups (i.e., adults and children). In this study, we examined developmental changes by comparing the number of correct answers given by children and that given by adults when performing different types of cognitive bias tasks. The participant sample comprised 36 children (21 boys and 15 girls with an average age of 12.3 years) and 26 adults (15 men and 11 women with an average age of 27.3 years). The cognitive bias task created by previous study was modified and then implemented to better understand the performance of the children. This study identified four types of developmental changes in cognitive bias. Consequently, it was suggested that in terms of cognitive reflection, conjunction bias and confirmation bias improved performance, and framing did not change for either children or adults. It was also suggested that the confirmation bias tasks' lack of consideration for the subcategory of ADHD was associated with performance among both the children and the adults. Results show that some cognitive biases may reveal developmental changes, depending on the category. As such, we were able to consider the factors involved in human decision-making and obtain a perspective on developmental changes to improve future decision-making.
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1. Introduction

According to Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky (1982), people use the empirical rule of heuristics when making judgments. Heuristics are intuitive and are considered a quick and easy means of making accurate and adaptive decisions. Heuristics are used because human beings have limited ability to memorize informa-
tion and calculate probabilities.

However, humans struggle to understand the world objectively and calmly. Social beliefs in everyday situations may compel unfounded views. Such views are collectively referenced as cognitive bias. Different reported types exist, depending on the context in which the bias occurs. Various biases occur regardless of age (Takahashi & Omori, 2011).

Amid the occurrence of various cognitive biases, human beings must possess mature understanding (based on meaning rather than literal interpretations) to enable improved decision-making. This mature understanding is not native; a mature understanding is cultivated over time through development processes.

Children and adolescents tend to lack a mature understanding of situations and consequently, make immature decisions. Adults begin making decisions based on the meaning of the information rather than the details (Reyna & Brainerd, 2011). Younger people tend to make evaluations based on the risk of verbatim information rather than the qualitative “gist;” as such, they tend to have poor judgment (Reyna & Farley, 2006). Conversely, adults tend to make judgments that involve calculated risks, through which they may expose themselves to danger based on a greater purpose rather than statistical data. In general, however, this group tends to be risk-averse.

Wood, Busemeyer, Koling, Cox, and Davis (2005) show that older people are more likely to pay attention to events that are expected to be beneficial and make choices that will bring about short-term benefits. As we age, many of our cognitive resources are allocated to our emotions; hence, older people make more automatic decisions (Carstensen, Mikels, & Mather, 2006). Thus, elderly people tend to be targeted for crimes of opportunity, such as phone fraud (Nagamine, Hara, & Nobuhara, 2009).

Human decision-making is not static throughout life; rather, it undergoes developmental changes that are affected by experience and aging. However, decision-making studies often target college students through surveys or experiments. Few studies have compared the decision-making abilities of different age groups (Bruine de Bruin, 2012; Fischhoff, 2008; Peters & Bruine de Bruin, 2012; Strough, McKarns, & Schlossnagle, 2011). Additionally, few studies have examined the tendency for cognitive bias among children, and among the various cognitive biases, it is unclear which kind of bias is affected by developmental changes.

By clarifying the developmental changes in cognitive bias, we believe clues to enable improved decision-making will be revealed, as each developmental stage will be isolated. Accordingly, this study examined developmental changes in cognitive bias among children and adults.

2. Method

2.1. Research Participants

The participants included 36 children enrolled in a regular class (21 boys and 15 girls with an average age of 12.3 years) and 26 adults (15 men and 11 women...
with an average age of 27.3 years). We described the experiment for the participants and their guardians. The children, guardians, and adults provided their informed consent to participate in the study.

2.1.1. Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ)
We asked parents to respond to a questionnaire about the participating children, and the participating adults responded to the questionnaire on their own behalf. The AQ is an international screening test that measures an individual’s autism tendency and identifies autism spectrum disorders; it has five subscales comprising social skills, attention switching, attention to detail, communication, and imagination.

2.1.2. Child ADHD Rating Scale (Conners 3)
We asked the participating children’s teachers to respond to a questionnaire about them. Conners 3 is widely used to assess children with ADHD-related problems and has five subscales, which comprise carelessness, hyperactivity/aggression, learning problems/executive function, defiance challenge/aggression, and friendship.

2.1.3. Adult ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS)
We asked the participating adults to complete a questionnaire. The CAARS is a questionnaire that can measure ADHD symptoms in adults and has four subscales, which comprise inattention/memory, hyperactivity/restlessness, impulsivity/emotional lability, and self-concept.

2.1.4. Raven Color Matrix Test (Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices [RCPM])
The participants performed a general intelligence test based on the RCPM (g-factor). The RCPM is a simple intelligence test developed to measure Spearman’s general g-factor. Among the study participants, we excluded one child who was diagnosed using ASD tests and for whom the RCPM correct answer rate was less than 50%.

This study was approved by the Ethics Review Committee, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, at Kumamoto University (No. 45).

2.1.5. Creating Cognitive Bias Tasks for Children
Suzuki, Megumi, and Yasumura (2020) used measures for adults from previous studies. Issues stemming from cognitive bias were extracted using four categories and modified to fit the contents and expressions that precisely align with the structure of Japanese elementary schools. In this study, to perform versatile tasks and conduct experiments, we modified the proper nouns and personal names that appear in the task to reflect general nouns instead.

2.2. Creation of the Cognitive Bias Task
We used measures for adults from previous studies on cognitive bias issues extracted using four categories and modified them to fit the contents and expres-
sions to directly leverage the structure of the issues confronting Japanese elementary schools.

<Example of conjunction bias task created for elementary school students>
Taro is a shy 12-year-old boy. He excels in science. His hobby is collecting stones. On his way home from school, he searches for rare stones. He arrives home and has more than 10 stones lined up. Choose the description that best fits Taro.

1) Taro is an environmental committee member.
2) Taro is a nerdy environmental committee member.
3) Taro is an unmotivated committee member.

<Example of cognitive reflection tasks created for elementary school students>
Fallen leaves float in a pool. The area covered by fallen leaves continues to increase every two days. Leaves fall for 48 days until they completely cover the pool. How many days does it take to cover half of the pool? Choose one of the following:

1) 12 days
2) 24 days
3) 47 days

In this way, elementary school students tend to create a provisional problem with content that can be fully understood. Further, a preliminary experiment was conducted to target 36 children in sixth grade at an elementary school. We calculated the correct rate of the task and applied a curve based on its level of difficulty. This was carried out approximately two months after the second preliminary experiment was carried out to target 36 children in sixth grade at the same elementary school. The correct answer rate was calculated for the second time. The standard deviation of ±2 SD or more was omitted, and the expression was adjusted for linguistic ease.

2.3. Experimental Procedure
The pre-recorded stimuli were automatically presented on a laptop using PsychoPy. The recording was played, and the participant reaction was obtained by pressing the button. The participants were taught to perform this protocol as accurately and quickly as possible. Before completing the actual task, a practice trial with a lower cognitive load was performed. We attempted a total of 21 questions, three for each of the four categories of biases and nine questions for the dummy task. After replaying the protocol, we requested an answer by pressing the “OK” button. After obtaining the correct answer, the next question appeared (no feedback was provided to the participant). The experiment was conducted in a quiet environment, such as an empty classroom or laboratory.

The Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of Social and Cultural Sciences of Kumamoto University approved the protocol of the present study (approval number: 45).
2.4. Statistical Analysis

In addition to the number of correct answers for each of the four types of cognitive bias tasks, the total number of correct answers for bias tasks, the number of correct answers for non-bias tasks, and the total score for the child and adult groups were compared at a significance level of 5%. A given student’s t-test or Welch’s t-test was performed after confirming whether homoscedasticity was present according to the F test.

For the children, we calculated the median scores of Conners (for each differentiation of five subscales) and divided the high and low groups of scores. For the adults, we calculated the median scores from the CAARS (for each differentiation of five subscales) and divided the high and low groups of scores. At a significance level of 5%, we compared the groups’ total scores from the high and low confirmation bias task. Again, a given student’s t-test or Welch’s t-test was performed after confirming whether homoscedasticity was present according to the F test.

The effects of the development (2; pediatric/Adult) and task category (4; Cognitive reflection/conjunction bias/framing/confirmation bias) were investigated via a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

3. Results

A t-test revealed the low- and high-scoring groups for the Conners 3 learning problem/executive function. The mean scores from the confirmation bias task were 1.78 in the low group and 1.11 in the high group. A significant difference was observed (t [34] = 2.249,  p = .031), as shown in Figure 1.

The results of the t-test performed on the low- and high-scoring groups of the Conners 3 inattention reveal mean scores for the confirmation bias task: the low group scored 1.68 and the high group scored 1.18. A significant trend was observed (t [34] = 1.891,  p = .067), as shown in Figure 2.

In contrast to the scores from the conjunction bias problems, the results of the t-test performed on the low- and high-scoring groups of the Conners 3 inattention revealed scores of 0.89 for the low group and 1.24 for the high group. No significant difference was observed (t [34] = −1.244,  p = .222).

In contrast to the mean scores from the confirmation bias task, the results of the t-test performed on the low- and high-scoring groups of the CAARS revealed scores of 2.69 for the low group and 2.21 for the high group. A significant difference was observed (t [25] = 2.325,  p = .029), as shown in Figure 3.

Unlike the scores for the Cognitive reflection task, the results of the t-test performed on the low- and high-scoring groups of the CAARS hyperactivity/restlessness revealed scores of 2.70 for the low group and 2.35 for the high group. No significant difference was observed (t [25] = 1.541,  p = .136). See Figure 4.

We performed a two-factor ANOVA (Development [2; Pediatric/Adult] × Task Category [4; Cognitive reflection/framing/conjunction bias/confirmation bias]) for the developmental and cognitive bias tasks. Consequently, main effects were observed for the correct answer rates for the developmental and task categories (development: F [1, 61] = 41.157,  p < .001; task category: F [3, 183] =
10.184, \( p < .001 \)). The development and task categories exhibited significant interactions (\( F[3, 183] = 7.066, p < .001 \)). An analysis of the interaction revealed a simple effect from development in each category. The adults had higher values in cognitive reflection, conjunction bias, and confirmation bias than the children (cognitive reflection: \( F[1, 244] = 39.904, p < .001 \); framing: \( F[1, 244] = 0.230, p = .632 \); conjunction bias: \( F[1, 244] = 4.745, p < .05 \); confirmation bias: \( F[1, 244] = 22.137, p < .001 \)). See Figure 5.

Differences between the adults and the children were observed in the main effects of the task categories (adults: \( F[3, 183] = 9.269, p < .001 \); children: \( F[3, 183] = 7.982, p < .001 \)). Following multiple comparisons, adults scored higher on cognitive reflection than on conjunction bias (\( p < .05 \)). Additionally, their confirmation bias scores were higher than those for conjunction bias (\( p < .05 \)). The framing scores were higher than those for conjunction bias (\( p < .05 \)). The other combinations did not differ significantly (\( p > .05 \)). Among the children, the framing scores were higher than those for conjunction bias (\( p < .05 \)). The framing scores were higher than those for cognitive reflection (\( p < .05 \)). Furthermore, the framing scores were higher than those for confirmation bias (\( p < .05 \)). The other combinations did not exhibit significant differences (\( p > .05 \)).

Figure 1. Comparison of the number of correct answers in learning/executive function (Child). Error bars indicate standard errors. *, \( p < .05 \).

Figure 2. Comparison of the number of correct answers for inattention (Child). Error bars indicate standard errors. †, \( p < .10 \).
4. Discussion

This study’s principal aim was to clarify how the development of four types of
cognitive bias (conjunction bias, framing, confirmation bias, and cognitive reflection) influence human decision-making from childhood to adulthood. The results of investigating developmental changes in the four types of cognitive bias in the confirmation bias and cognitive reflection tasks showed that adults gave a higher number of correct answers than children.

In Japan’s current public education curriculum, probability is not taught in elementary school mathematics and students learn it for the first time in their second year of junior high school. However, children make probability judgements in their lives and form an unsystematic probability concept as a dynamic notion (Matsuura, 2006). In contrast, adults have learned numeracy through their education and life experiences. Studies on probabilities state that education levels influence probability theory (Hertwig, Zangerl, Biedert, & Margraf, 2008).

In developmental research on schools, ranging from second-grade elementary schools to third-grade junior high, Toplak, West, and Stanovich (2013) showed that the ratio bias gradually decreased as the grade increased. In the case of the ratio bias, it is necessary to activate the inhibitory function to avoid mistakes, such as ignoring the denominator. However, age improves the ability to suppress the dominant reaction; it has been concluded that ratio bias is reduced and judgment improves (Reyna, 2004; Reyna & Mills, 2007). Inhibitory function is one of the three components of executive function (Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howarter, 2000) and has been shown to mature over a long period until adolescence (Gogtay et al., 2004). Given the development of executive functions, adults have more suppressive responses than children.

The number of correct answers in cognitive reflection, framing, and confirmation bias among adults was higher than those for conjunction bias. Additionally, the conjunction bias showed that adults had a higher number of correct answers than children. Conjunction bias is based on the concept of representativeness (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). In conjunction bias issues, misunderstandings in a task occurs as a conjunction fallacy (Hertwig & Gigerenzer, 1999). In tasks that involve an estimate of probability, misunderstandings about the meaning of problems and choices cause conjunctive mistakes. Meanwhile, Ninomiya and Fujiki (2018) found that the difference in memory representation, which predicts the presence or absence of a conjunction fallacy in the “Linda” task, is not owing to the misunderstanding of the task. Differences in memory representation occur depending on heuristic judgment. Suzuki et al. (2020) created conjunction tasks with a problem structure like that of the “Linda” conjunction bias task. Adults solve the task using a conjunctive rather than a probability judgment.

Among the children, the correct answer rate for the framing task was higher than that of the other three task categories. Regarding the framing effect, Schlottmann and Tring (2005) used a game similar to roulette to evaluate the risk of gaining or losing jellybeans for children aged 6 - 7 and 8 - 10 years old. Consequently, in their efforts to avoid the risk of the acquisition frame and their risk orientation in the loss frame, adults show a reverse preference that is similar to
that of the children. These results show that the development of the framing effect begins in early childhood, thus supporting Levin and Hart’s (2003) theory (Sasaki, 2010). The results further reveal that the scores of participants aged 11 or 12 years old for the framing task were high and similar to those of the adults.

We compared the number of correct answers in the confirmation bias task between the high- and low-scoring inattentive groups who were evaluated using the ADHD subscale. In both the adults and the children, the group with a high level of inattention revealed lower scores than the low group. Among the children, the group with a higher learning or executive function performance performed more poorly than the group with less severe learning/executive function.

Executive function is considered to contribute to retaining information regarding a trigger problem, switching attention to various aspects of the problem, and preventing the problem from being affected by prominent or incorrect information (i.e., a snag problem) (Blair & Razza, 2007).

It is probable that the group that scored high in carelessness (meaning they struggled to suppress unnecessary thoughts and focus on the task) was affected by the prominent and incorrect information contained in the task.

5. Summary

This study identified four types of developmental changes in cognitive bias. Consequently, it was suggested that conjunction bias and confirmation bias improved cognitive reflection performance, and framing did not change for either the children or the adults. It was also suggested that the confirmation bias tasks’ lack of consideration for the subcategory of ADHD was associated with the performance of both the children and the adults. Based on this result, we were able to consider the factors involved in human decision-making and obtain a perspective on developmental changes that may prompt improved decision-making.

6. Limitations of This Study

It is not possible to observe developmental changes throughout life. As the participants in this study were children and adults, this study excluded elderly individuals. It is necessary to clarify which type of cognitive bias changes and how it adjusts from adulthood to mature adulthood.

7. Future Outlook

In the future, we would like to collect data on elderly individuals to investigate developmental changes in cognitive bias from adulthood to the most advanced stage of mature adulthood.
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